1994 dodge dakota extended cab

Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Dodge Dakota Extended Cab. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Dakota lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the Dakota for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first
to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Driver airbag is added, along with
side-door guard beams. LE trim level now called SLT. A strengthened roof now meets
passenger car crush standards. The 5. Read more. Write a review See all 23 reviews. This has
been a reliable truck, with no major problems. Never had any engine or transmission work. It is
a good balance between a car and a full-sized truck, especially if you don't need to pull a large
trailer. I bought this truck new in late It still just keeps going and going. Very few problems,
quality higher than expected. Very good ride, more power than I need. I guess I'll have it another
10 years. Read less. It really is a comfortable vehicle, rides well and mine has every option so it
has neat toys. However the build quality is terrible such as my headliner caving in, the paint
falling off, the interior fading to 4 differant shades of grey plus my dashboard turning blue. It
has been driven hard and it is almost 10 years old, so I do expect things to go wrong As for
safety, it's built like a tank I wouldn't even consider a or newer because they are like tinfoil with
plastic bumpers. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Dakota. Sign
Up. I have owned it since I am the second owner. It has the 5. Extras include bedliner. It has
always been well maintained and the oil has been changed every 3. This truck has been sitting
with very little use for the past years now and I no longer have a use for it. If you're looking for a
dependable work truck or a rig to tow your racecar to the track with at a fair price. It starts right
up every time. I would feel very confident in driving this truck on a long road trip without any
worries. The oil and filter has been changed and the transmission fluid has just been serviced. It
had a rock chip in the windshield that grew into a crack over the winter. Pretty much all of the
issues that occur have all been taken care of. The fuel pump was replaced in The radiator was
also replaced in along with the serpentine belt and the cooling system was flushed out at that
time with new coolant. It has crossdrilled front brake rotors. The rear brake shoes. The front
suspension was rebuilt in with new inner and outer tie rod ends. The front end was aligned at
that time also. The truck has not been in any accidents. Modifications to the truck were a 3"
mandrel bent exhaust single with a Flowmaster Super 44 muffler installed in It has a nice
healthy sound to it without being overly obnoxious or too loud. It has Mopar Performance
Headers installed on it the tri Y design. The tune up has been done with NGK U groove plugs.
Magnecore 8. The tires were replaced in the summer of Over the time I have had it. The only
thing I can think of that doesn't work is the horn. For the longest time it sounded faint and
eventually quit working. The automatic A 4 speed transmission was rebuilt about The front
pump and torque convertor were both replaced with new components. It has a Mopar
Performance shift kit installed in it. It still shifts great and I would anticipate many more miles
out of it without any problems. The BAD; The body is rusty. The bottoms of both doors. The
floors are still really solid. The only damage on the truck is the tailgate is dented in. It has the
typical normal scratches and door dings. I do not have a key for the latch on lid of the truck cap.
The rear hatch props don't hold the lid up well and should be replaced. MP3 player with remote.
The only thing mechanically that it will need soon is the exhaust crossover pipe replaced and it
is currently patched so it doesn't leak. It huffs a small bit of smoke at start up cold. It has only
minor oil leaks. The interior is worn. It does have one small tear on the outside of the drivers
seat. The headliner was sagging down. I can't think of anything else that would be in need of
attention anytime soon on the truck. I am selling this truck AS IS. I reserve the right to end the
auction early as it is advertised locally. I have described this vehicle to the best of my
knowledge as honestly as I can. If you have any questions or concerns. If you would like to see
it in person before the auction ends. I have set the reserve price at a more than fair low amount.

If you win it you own it! Happy Bidding! Other Dodge classic cars for sale. Up for auction is my
Dodge Dakota with Great Truck â€” great trucks had four of them they take lots of abuse,only
had to replace the rear diff,looks good, drives good, comfy interior,gets about km to the tank of
gas, very fun to drive make sure to get the v8 it makes the truck. Great Truck For Little Money
â€” It was a great little truck, fun to drive, and the extended cab was really nice when hauling
people. It also had storage under the seats for a good place to keep quick reach tools and
neccesities. Also the 4WD worked great alway went in easily and got you wherever ya needed to
go. Downfall was the transmissions seem to go out on em very quickly and easily I put 4 of em
in in the 8 years I had her, also the engines seem to be sluggish and get little power outta them.
It gets up and goes like it should and stops like it should. I love the handling, just get your foot
off the gas in a turn unless you want the back end to kick out. I do hate the interior, blue? You
tell me of a car that has almost , miles on it that hasnt needed a repair. The gas mileage isnt
horrible but not fantasic, granted you can go buy a new full size and get the same gas mileage
that mine has, in the city on average and on the highway. This is one of those pick ups when
you tell it to do something its gonna do it while you keep it in perspective, it aint gonna be no
baja racer but it will handle its own when it has to. Amazing quality in a vehicle. Drove it all over.
Got about mpg. Ran like a beast, fast, strong, could pull. Didnt get stuck to easily even with
2wd. Driving this truck was really fun. Great truck, anyone looking at one should buy it. Very
Fun Especially In The Snow â€” I love this truck for driving in the winter cause i can just throw it
into 4 wheel drive and just go. I don't like the 16 mpg part though and that forced me to buy my
camaro which gets better gas milage. Ver Nice Bad Starter â€” Just an all around good truck
bad tires lol but very good truck for anything. The performance was eh and the cost was OMG. It
was a very fun car to drive. I miss it dearly rest in peice truckie. It dosen't go fast but it can haul
the boat and wood. And keep going down the road. My truck dosen't get great gas mileage but it
gets like 15 around town and like 22 on the highway. Primary Use: Utility towing boats,
transporting cargo, etc. Gas mileage was probably around mpg with the auto tranny and a 3. I
liked the fact that the ball joints are huge on it but hate the price of the tool to change them.
Pros: potential is there for a cool little street truck. Truck looked just like that, but blue, hence
name. Being a regular cab, short box, RWD truck, it was my favorite body style. The interior was
nice and simple. For it's age, it had a bit too much rust on it. It had also seen better days,
judging by all the dents, scrapes, busted grill, and cracked windshield. Cons: gutless four
banger, rather rusty for age, a beater. Fuel economy sucks in this truck V6 or not it blew! Loved
the body.. Standard cab wasn't fun but it had room. Shame it rusted off the frame! Rest on gas,
great color, very dependable. Read More. Think it a good truck ,but never could get any one to
contact me with information Read More. Great price great features and accesories wil go look at
it soon Read More. The best feature is weight to Power ratio, This has plenty of power to do
anything you may ask of it, and one of the features not mentioned much is you dont feel like
your driving a Truck at all, it I think its extremely great very clean well kept beautiful Read More.
Great truck at least the V8. I have owned 6 of them. Only problem is they all rust out in the rear
quarters. I like the ability to be able to run in 2 wheel drive most of the time and have the ability
to get into 4 wheel when the snow blows. Great looking truck with the SXT strips and decal on
the side. Back seat is way to small in the club cab , might have been better if turned sideways
Read More. Have you driven a Dodge Dakota? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of
Dodge Dakota 10 reviews. Kris writes:. Pros: the big v8. Cons: lack of skid plates. Is this
helpful? Yes No. Jayme writes:. Pros: Extended cab and 4WD. Cons: Engines and
Transmissons suck. Jeremy writes:. Pros: power, and hauling power. Cons: gas mileage. Dan
writes:. Pros: Great engine, amazing built vehicle. Cons: Small cab, 2 seats. Justin writes:. Pros:
you feel very safe in it. Cons: none. Mark writes:. Cons: Starter. Rudy writes:. Pros: It looks
decent. Cons: to low. Eric writes:. Cons: kind of old now, rough ride,. Marc writes:. Frank
writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Its fun to have a truck Cons: they rust like whoa!
Reviews From Other Years. Read all 4 Dodge Dakota reviews. Read all Dodge Dakota reviews.
Read all 14 Dodge Dakota reviews. Read all 8 Dodge Dakota reviews. Read all 24 Dodge Dakota
reviews. Cars compared to Dodge Dakota. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Compare Dodge Dakota to Related Models. Select Year Pros: the big v8 Cons: lack of skid
plates 3 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: power, and hauling power Cons: gas
mileage 3 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: you feel very safe in it Cons: none 1 of 2
people found this review helpful. I miss it dearly rest in peice truckie Primary Use: Commuting
to work Pros: Very nice drive Cons: Starter 0 of 1 people found this review helpful. Pros: It looks
decent Cons: to low 1 of 2 people found this review helpful. Pros: potential is there for a cool
little street truck Cons: kind of old now, rough ride, 1 of 2 people found this review helpful.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Old school style, manual, RWD Cons: gutless four
banger, rather rusty for age, a beater 0 of 2 people found this review helpful. Doing so could

save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Dodge Dakota Extended Cab. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Dakota lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Dakota
for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices
drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Driver airbag is added, along with side-door guard beams.
LE trim level now called SLT. A strengthened roof now meets passenger car crush standards.
The 5. Read more. Write a review See all 23 reviews. This has been a reliable truck, with no
major problems. Never had any engine or transmission work. It is a good balance between a car
and a full-sized truck, especially if you don't need to pull a large trailer. I bought this truck new
in late It still just keeps going and going. Very few problems, quality higher than expected. Very
good ride, more power than I need. I guess I'll have it another 10 years. Read less. It really is a
comfortable vehicle, rides well and mine has every option so it has neat toys. However the build
quality is terrible such as my headliner caving in, the paint falling off, the interior fading to 4
differant shades of grey plus my dashboard turning blue. It has been driven hard and it is
almost 10 years old, so I do expect things to go wrong As for safety, it's built like a tank I
wouldn't even consider a or newer because they are like tinfoil with plastic bumpers. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4
average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Dakota. Sign Up. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Dodge Dakota Extended Cab. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Dodge lease specials Check out Dodge Dakota lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Dakota
for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices
drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Read more. Write a review See all 35 reviews. I drove it
miles nonstop with no problems. I bought this truck a little over 2 years ago, and I've put over
40K miles on here without a hiccup. The only only thing I've ever had to do is change a rear seal
in the tranny no big deal seeing that it only cost me 6 bucks. I'm gonna drive her till the wheels
fall off and when that happens I'll probably just fix it. Read less. It handles great, but needs
some work like a new fuil pump. I've pulled over 25,lbs with it and it worked it but it won't stop
running. I love it. My Dodge Dakota is a very nice truck for off roading, burning out, and
dragging lol. My Dakota has the 5. That thing can burn down the road if I get on it. And she
maybe makes horsepower. The 2. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the Dakota. Sign Up. This is a Dodge Dakota extended cab pickup truck with rips in the
headliner cloth. The material has deteriorated due to age and is easily torn. The headliner
removal in the Dodge Dakota extended cab and the Dodge Dakota standard cab truck is
basically the same, except the extended cab is a little longer. To replace the headliner in this
truck involves removing the headliner board, cleaning it and reapplying the material; basically
the same procedure as any other automobile. The time required for a job like this is about 45

minutes to an hour and a half, depending upon how handy someone is with with tools. This is a
job anyone can do that can loosen a screw, the only special tool needed is a Torx 50 which will
fit most seat belt mounting bracket bolts. The extended cab truck kit will fit the Dodge Dakota
extended cab truck. The color of this headliner is light titanium. Powered by WLS Headliners. I
have tried to reglue the liner; no foam remaining on factory material. How do I remove the
headliner from a '84 S10 Blazer to replace the cloth? I replaced the headliner on my 95 Ford
Ranger and it looked good. A few days later the material started dropping I have a Jeep
Cherokee and its head liner is sagging here and there, how can I fix My Ford Escort LX 2 door
hatchback is losing the headliner battle Why makes the headliners in auto's drop down so bad?
Can I glue the old material back up on my sagging headliner? How many ways are there to fix a
sagging car or truck headliner? My Montecarlo headliner is sagging through out, do I need to
replace the foam On your website you list only one measurement for the headliner kits Is there a
standard width How do you fix the liner on your sunvisors. I am looking to use A different
material than Headliner material I have a chevy caprice that has no headliner or board can i buy
a new board for it I have a 91 Buick Skylark with a sagging headliner. What can I do to repair my
headliner instead of replacing it? My headliner is beginning to deteriorate by the rear window.
I've had some experience with sagging headliners in the past with not much success, but one
question I've always wanted to ask? I want to use a cloth material I found in a material store.
Can I just use and install that like I would with the normal headliner material One question
before I start Headboard is not a "board", it's green poly-styrene. How do I remove the foam
from old headliner that is still on when I remove old material? I have a Cadillac Brougham and
the headliner is sagging I recently replaced a headliner that was foam-backed. I used an aerosol
product made by permatex Is there anywhere on the vehicle that will tell me the exact color of
the headliner? What material are your headliners made of? If I use a different fabric than
headliner fabric how would I go about installing it? Do you have general directions on how to
specifically apply adhesive and recover a headliner? How do the retainer clips come off without
breaking them? I have a '98 Nissan Frontier standard 2dr pickup truck. The headliner has
started drooping My s40 volvo is missing the clip in the headliner just above the back window I
just removed the headliner from my 96 Extended cab Dodge Ram - it exposed a foam like
material I have a 92 Dodge Dakota Ext cab 2wd. Which headliner kit do you recommend for this
model? I am needing headliner material and not sure what shade will match I can not tell which
color of headliner material to order, I have a 91 Audi with Grey Leather seats I have an 89 Olds
Toronado Trofeo. The headliner was sagging so I.. I have an 89 BMW il with gray interior. How
do you take the headliner out of an nissan xterra? We have a 96 neon with a sunroof, how do we
go about replacing the headliner? I have a f super duty super cab and I was wondering if the
headliner from a f super cab are the same? We just bought a Ford F that only has part of the
headliner board. I have a Audi a4. The headliner is frayed along the drivers-side door edge. The
Opal fabric you used in your Jeep Cherokee headliner install example, is that gray? I have a ford
f crew cab 4WD, the front corners broke. How do you fix the cardboard backing? It's 64 inch
wide Do you know where we can get headliner kit for boats? How to install headliner bonneville
pontiac? Is it necessary to remove the rear window on 67 mustang to install a new headliner I
have a Saab with sunroof that has sagging headliner also. How do I replace that? How do i
remove headliner from 90 lincoln town car? I have a '84 Jeep Wagoneer. It had some water
damage from a leaking windshield, I know the cardboard is damaged We are thinking about
replacing the headliner in my daughter's New Beetle Volkswagen My Cadillac Deville headliner
is sagging about half way back. Can I fix it I have a Lincoln Mark 8. The headliner is rotting and
falling down. I have a seven passenger Chrysler Voyager Mini-Van. The headliner is sagging
above the I have a 68 camaro sagging headliner. I bought the original headliner, but where do I
start? I have a Astro van with a center ceiling console. I have a Dodge Grand Caravan and need
to replace the headliner. Will the headliner board come out easily? I would like to replace the
headliner with I have a Mercedes SL. It's hardtop headliner is sagging The headliner in my 88
Cadillac De Ville is sagging badly. Can I take it out myself and replace it I have a XJ8 with a sag
in the back. How do you remove the sunroof and recover the material on it as well as the
headliner in a Jaguar XJ8 I have a 99 mercedes e with a sagging headliner, what kit and how
much glue do I need I have a Ford Econoline Club Wagon and I need a headliner kit for it in
graphite. I have a Silverado. How do I get the screw covers off the handle? Is it necessary to
remove the rear window on a '67 mustang in order to install a new headliner? I have a Astro van
with a center ceiling console in headliner. I have a Saab with sunroof that has sagging
headliner. I have an '88 Buick Le Sabre 4 door, the headliner trim on this car looks almost
impossible to remove I have a ford F How do I get the metal trim off so I can remove the
headliner? I have a Cadillac Brougham and the headliner is just starting to pull apart from the
backing. The land rover discovery; i think its wider than the headliner material you sell do you

have extra wide? Do you have any advice I just bought a 96 Saturn, and the headliner has been
torn - both cloth and padding I just purchased a headliner kit from you. I would like to know how
to remove the headliner board on my truck isuzu hombre My daughter has a toyota corolla and
the headliner is falling down in the back VW Beetle, How do i remove the rear view mirror, and
also the visor anchors in the headliner? My motorhome has Styrofoam ceiling panels with the
foam backed vinyl sagging and falling off. I have a cigarette burn on my fj cruise headliner. How
can I fix it or cover it up? Have a chevy , want to remove the little storage module with the
overhead lights, how do I remove this unit? I've got a 94 Ranger Supercab, which headliner kit
will fit it? How do we get the headliner board out of our Dodge Dakota 4-Door truck without
breaking it? Can you tell me what would be the closest match? I have a 94 dodge dakota ext. We
a have a GMC Envoy Denali that we sold to a customer and part of the agreement was to clean
the headliner I'm trying to take down my headliner in a Buick Century Custom Edition so I can
replace it The headliner has to be replaced. More headliner questions If I use a different fabric
than headliner fabric how would I go about installing it? I want to replace my headliner with
another fabric. Is there any way to use normal fabric instead of actual headliner fabric. I have a
Jaguar xj12 with a sagging headliner, it seems like the board is sagging Do i have to buy
material with the foamed back for the headliner. Will it stay if i do not use that type material. I
have a sagging board in my XJ6 Jaguar. I was wondering what kind of material the Honda,
Toyota, Nissan original headliner kit was made of I have an xtype with 94K and a couple weeks
ago I noticed the cloth on the roof is sagging a little I have a 95 Ranger with a gray headliner.
How do I know which color material to order? Does the headliner kit come with new foam? Do
you need to have a headboard to put up the headliner material? What color headliner material
do I need for: bmw e38 il? The car is jet black exterior with sand beige interior. I would like to
know if you carry the old headliner material as in the fifties. It worked very well. I have an 87
buick century limited, how can I determine the color of the headliner material? I have a Nissan
Xterra, how wide do I need and what material do you recommend? I have a Honda Civic LX.
Could you please tell me what color headliner material to order for a Olds 98? I just did my
headliner and someone told me that super 77 would be fine so did i use the wrong glue? What is
the best type of glue to use on a headliner? How do you estimate the yardage for headliner
material? Is there a trick to getting the interior trim off a chevy pickup without breaking it? I
have a Buick lesabre 4 door sedan. Which headliner kit shall I purchase? I can not tell the color
of my headliner for a chevy S10 standard cab. What do you suggest? Have a W reg Honda
Shuttle that needs the interior roof cloth replacing. How do you replace a headliner on a
chrysler town and country? I need to replace the headliner on a Cadillac STS with factory
sunroof. I have a Ford Bronco that has no headliner in it at all I have a 94 Saturn and would like
to know what is the best way to remove the headliner I want to replace a headliner in a saturn
4-door,foam is dry-rotted,and bare metal showing What color blue headliner should I order for a
Toyota Corolla? Do you have a headliner kit for 94 oldsmobile 88 headliner? Need to remove the
headliner from a chevy astro van to install a ladder rack. I want to recover the headliner in my
Ford Excursion. After measuring it appears that 64" wide material Attempting to replace a
headliner in my Dodge Dakota, taking out the clothing hook mounts in back, please advise? My
68 buick does not have a headliner board, it has rods, how do we fix this? Will new headliner
cure the steady flow of dust from my Buick headliner? How do I remove the head liner from my
honda civic lx? I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo. The interior has light grey headliner, what
color do I need? When i took the old headliner material off my board part of the paper like facing
came off. Is the board still be usable? I have a Chrysler Town and Country with a sagging
headliner and a factory sunroof. Even more headliner questions How does headliner material
mould itself into the valleys, dips and rounded corners? Will the Corolla installation be similar
to the Corolla you have photos of? I have my headliner down, how to get it out without taking
my back window out.. How do I remove the headliner in my 95 camaro in order to fix it? I'm
having trouble getting the headliner out of my extended cab Ranger. How do i remove the
headliner console in a dodge dakota with out breaking it? Please tell me how to remove the
headliner in my Silverado HD standard cab. How do you remove headliner to a buick skylark? I
have a International and I want to remove the headliner. Could you tell me the headliner color?
How do I remove the headliner trim on my 99 Ford Ranger regular cab. I have an S10 reg cab
and can't get the visor clips out I am wondering about how to deal with the sunroof in my
Volvo? What are the steps to replacing the headliner of a Volvo? I have a volvo turbo with a
sliding sun roof, the whole headliner is sagging. I have Volvo with a sunroof, is it easy to
remove the board to replace the headliner? I tore the headliner board on my 89 chev truck
between the sunvisors where it is held on by velcro. The Saturns have a formed fiberglass
headliner with the cloth glued to it, his stuff breaks up very easy. I am repairing my headliner for
the second time, the first time I tore the headliner board. What about old, bad, brittle headliner

boards? I have an '85 Ford F, Std cab that has a metal roof. I want to install a cloth headliner.
Where can I find a replacement board for an chevy s kingcab? After removing my headliner and
cleaning the board I found that it had 3 or 4 dings. If a repairman removes the headliner to fix
something, what is he fixing? I have a Toyota Corolla where someone has scrapped off the
headliner foam. I have a 97 Camaro with T-Tops. Headliner got wet, and is trashed. I have a Jeep
Cherokee and after removing the headliner board, the top layer of headliner board came up.
Looking for Molded headliner kit. Headliner demolished due to water leak I just removed my
existing headliner and the foam by brushing and vacuuming I have a chevy caprice that has no
headliner or board can i buy a new board for it. Where can i find a headliner board for a 99
saturn sc1 with moonroof. I have a 97 nissan extend cab and i need the headliner changed can
you help me? How do I match the color of my headliner? When i peeled the old headliner
material off of the fiberglass board on my cadillac.. I have a Ford Ranger, what method do you
recommend for removing the old foam and glue from the headliner board? Can a visor that
continually flops down be repaired? What kind of glue to you recommend to repair a crack or a
broken piece on a styrofoam headliner board? I have a Chevrolet Lumina van with a sagging
headliner. How to remove the old headliner? Do you have any customer testimonial? I have a
Celebrity, need to replace the headliner. Can I use normal fabric instead of headliner? Do i have
to use headliner material or will it stay if i do not use that type material? I've got a Saturn, who
can I get to install the headliner? Does the fabric come attached to the foam? So we should be
able to just cut to size, glue and reinstall? I have Chevy truck; do I take out the headliner to
recover it? I have a F Crew Cab and I am in need of replacing the headliner. My Account. Orders
Track my order s. Track my order s. Sign in Register Email. Password Forgot your password?
Register for a new account. Anti-bot validation. Sign in. Remember me. Cart is empty. View cart.
The headliner material has deterioated and has become fragile; it has rotted. Start by removing
the visors and anything else that is attached through the headliner board, this is a shot of the
handle on the passenger side, remove the plug and use a phillips screwdriver to remove it.
Remove the visor screws, remember the approximate position, and using an ice pick or some
other sharp instrument, you can find the screw holes once the headliner is recovered and
replaced. The dome light is held in place with 2 screws, simple to remove. It has plastic fins on
the backside that slides into metal clips on the windshield po
3 pin flasher relay wiring diagram
rv trailer wiring diagram 7 way
2013 ram 1500 colors
st. It must be pulled from under the rear panel trim and the top rear of the door and then pulled
loose from the front clips to be removed. It takes a little finese, but isn't very hard to do. The
seat belt bracket on one side, passenger side may be the best , must be removed so as to allow
the rear panel to be pulled down enough to slide the headliner out from under it. Once one side
is free, the other side can be pulled out easily. Both brackets can be removed it you want to.
Once free from the trim, slide the headliner board out the passenger side door. Clean the board
up with a soft bristled brush. This board is made from soft fiberglass so clean it gently. It has
plenty of spine for holding the headliner up, but is also very fragile. Recover the board, one half
at a time. Replace the newly covered headliner board back into the truck and replace everything
that you took loose, and you have a nicely finished and neat job. Comments No posts found.
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